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About This Content

Slip on your Norse God outfit and let zombies know they can’t touch this. IT’S HAMMER TIME!

This DLC contains:

Headgear (winged helmet).

A weapon (war hammer).

A pet (Hugin raven).

 

The DLC items will be available in your private trunk located in Kovac's bunker.
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505 games
Release Date: 27 Oct, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 64 bits

Processor: Intel i3 3GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 11 compatible

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 11 compatible

English,French,Italian,German,Russian,Japanese,Simplified Chinese,Korean,Thai,Turkish
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https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=uIO8F6cbhNw

\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 this game. COMBAT JUST KEEPS GETTING WORSE
I've played it for over 7 hours and I've come up with tree good things to say about it, the movement system is the perfect balance
of realism and platforming, even interacting with other vertical walls and "third" walls. The animations are so much better,
actually fluid and yet quick at the same time. the soundtrack is really a step up too... 3 things that are nice when the game is
about platforming... so to the rest of it

remember the first games where fighting was very simple, but actually fun? remember the last game where combat was pretty
much do anything to the red guys, keep the blue guys at a distance, and mash and mash and mash against the ones that looked
like underground fight club Rambo? well now its even worse.

i dont know how this dev does it, WITH EACH GAME THE COMBAT JUST KEEPS GETTING WORSE.
he struck gold with the combat in the first one: punchy, easy to use hard to master, every enemy had a different style and move
set to take them down.

then the second one where blocking was decided by a random generator, but you could still fight or fly over their heads

third game was bad, and had the fighting style listed above, but hey, it still had a blocking button!!!

with this game, the key-board and the controller comands are \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed AND THERE'S NO WAY TO
CHANGE THEM (also a downgrade from jump Boxer).

with every game movement changes, and in the latest two COMBAT IS MANDATORY. the first one was a joy to fight in.
second was less fighting and you could actually avoid entire groups of enemies, and hey in the last one did i mention the
blocking function; i know it was half way functional!!!

let me tell you what this game is: its a nut shot simulator. no way to block or avoid it, you can run away all you want but sooner
or later the enemies will pin your sorry\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665down, with no blocking function, and blitz you into
the pavement. then it really turned into nut-shot-sim when i found out that the farthest reaching move in the game was the
standard kick and i started mashing more acorns than an august bound produce salesman!

im completely serious! it looks and feels like a kick in the balls any time that you are fighting.

the last straw came when i got lost. yes that's right in this balls to the wall, ball slapping, ball-APA!-loose-ah didn't even give me
a hint.

and you need those hints to get into the now HIDDEN and partially LOCKED challenge courses.

see i seem to remember friendly NPC's in these games that would strike up conversations and tell you where to go or plot stuff...
"well, those were in earlier games"...DAMN RIGHT THEY WERE IN EARLIER GAMES!!!!! AND THIS CONSTANT
DOWNGRADE IN QUALITY WAS FINE AS LONG AS A SENSE OF ACHIEVEMENT WAS AT STAKE! in every game
from this developer so far there has been the perfect balance of stuff to make me want to keep going. the game play, the
movement system, and the visuals and the mood played off of each-other in the past. but no, not here; the insanely crap combat
and confusing map design and stripping away key features DESTROYS the presence of the better qualities of this game

which leads me to the plot:
game 1- master's dead and them supernatural gangsters are trying to kill you
game 2- you mysteriously come back to life and get these epic platforming skills
game 3- your a free runner in china and start halucinating that ancient chinese martial artists are trying to kill you

this game- your part of some weird martial arts gang that is now testing all the free runners on the roofs with mortal kombat
style arena fighting and platforming challenges. beat bosses and stuff to get hints once. thats right, one single hint which is
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actually easy to skip because of all the button mashing you need to do in order to survive!

no, don't have the bosses repeat directions, this isn't like a majorly confusing repetitive pain in the crotch, or anything...

not to mention 1 boss that i fought (and managed to not skip his dialogue) said "the door above me is now unlocked"... IT
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING WHAT!? there aren't any doors next to this guy! and there is no path leading directly up a few
stories either. after mapping it out, my confusion was only strengthened by the fact that there are FOUR DOORS AROUND
HIM!
1 IS PRACTICALLY TO THE EAST and the rout to get there ISN'T really UPWARD
and 3 are so far UP across the map, you might as well have put a door directly above the boss arena JUST TO SAVE TIME!!!
AND THERE WAS ANOTHER BOSS ARENA THAT IN FACT DID HAVE THAT ARRANGEMENT!
so the dialogue is either in the wrong place, or this level design of one door to the east and all the others being too far away and
too hard\/tedious to get to is \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665!!!

if you as the developer do end up seeing this: do you know how to make games like this better
  (1) a map, or some system of navigating. samurai_jazz was sprawling and complex, but anyone with half a brain could navigate
it because it made sense, and was plotted (seemingly like real architecture). shin samurai jazz and jump boxer got away with
janky architecture because puzzles and key hunting was usually confined to one area or a hub of some kind
  (2) a block function that actually works. in the last two games, the block function doesn't even partially work for "off hits" and
the characters have no split second wind up... this would be bad enough, but most of the enemy fight moves require you to press
either up or down with the block button to work. i can understand up for high kicks and down for sweeps and grappling but all
kicks require down and all punches require you to press up!? well at least the special moves don't require an up or down
modifier, but if there's not at least 2 or three frames of "telegraphing" for each attack, then the directional modifier is useless
and this one is unfair and sadistic... se nut shot simulator quote above
  (3)friendly NPC's and defeated bosses that repeat what they say... maybe some vending NPC's selling drinks or T-shirts...
  (4) make some real fighting controls. done

as for the players: if you want to know how to succeed then here are the final tips: (1) draw a map (or go to the guide section for
this game and look at mine). get on microsoft paint and draw a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing map of screen shots, even if the
geometry makes no sense. (2) record all boss fights. the combat is mash heavy, and the IMMEDIATE text dumps are not a good
way to communicate information THAT YOU CAN NEVER ACCESS AGAIN.

I finally beat this wanna-be free roaming mortal kombat in 2d, but only after 5 hours of playing while i was mapping it out. after
an hour of the 3 previous games i was hooked. this beautifully animated mess just felt like another kick in the balls!
every time i got lost or saw more than 1 enemy on the screen: WHAM! WHAM! WHAM! WHAM! WHAM!

WAS THAT CLEAR AT ALL? GOOD!

... i know im about a year or two too late, but how did you release this game in this state?

i'm just going to spoil it here THE ENDING SUCKS!!!
the gang of free running MK enthusiasts put you in challenge courses and they test you with strange alien teleporter drones, and
in the last locked zone: they boss rush you and are so impressed with your fighting they say you can join the club, then everyone
goes out for dinner... the ending wasn't even worth it...

it feels like blase was going for some kind of mortal kombat mythologies thing... and the ending wasn't even a real good mind
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. after that boss rush, i was expecting it to turn out that you were joining some alien street gang or it
was all really a means of recruiting informants for the CIA or something.

sorry blaze... your product still needs a lot of work. funny how the smaller in scope, simple in design, and attention in detail
world of _jazz is still a better waste of time than this one... but still samurai_Jazz, shin...jazz, and jump boxer were good in their
own ways, here's hoping for the next one.... It's fun! I just don't like having to close and reopen the game whenever I come back
from AFK.. I really enjoy Aerie and how it has improved over the past few months, so I figured I'd pick this up as well. I was
nervous about getting seasick, but fortunately that never became a problem.
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The graphics are some of the best I've seen in VR. Hopefully the devs will add more content as they did to Aerie, because I'd
like to spend more time here. It's well worth the price if you love pirate ships.. Rise of Venice is a navel trading game. The
mechanics of the game is relative simple, however I would advise playing through the campaign to get a good understanding of
the rules. The ship battle system is not simple. It is possible to avoid most pirate battles with a previous save file. They appear to
be random events unless it is part of a mission then it will be a fixed event. During a battle with another ship the controls are
very awkward making it very difficult to control your ship and target another ship. Waiting for your ship to come about again to
take another run at your enemy does get very tedious after a while and makes battles lengthy. Out maneuver your opponent can
be very tricky and requires luck most of the time. When you do eventually get a break at a run on your enemy then timing plays
an important part when it comes to firing and hitting your target. A single run on your enemy can very easily go very wrong
quickly. It takes a lot of persistence and patience to get the battles right.
The rest of the game is OK however much of the building elements are fixed and it is just a matter of constructing the same
type building to increase production. The trading side of the game is good, but like most trading games it can get repetitive after
a while.
The campaign is interesting and fun until you get to the ship battles. Free play is just as interesting but is as you would expect
from a trading game it is a bit of a grind to expand you trading empire.

The graphics are bright and colourful. The detail is good at presenting the game style. The ocean effects and crowds in the cities
look really good during game play. While you are in battle mode the graphics also look good. When you eventually master the
battle system the graphics work effectively providing you with all the information you need.
The sounds in the game are good however they are on short loops and can get repeatedly annoying during long play. This is a
long play game.
The interface does bombard you with a lot of information which makes the game more complicated than the gaming mechanics
actually are. However it does give you an opportunity to fine tune trade opportunities which may make a difference after several
of game play. It is entirely optional and unnecessary unless you are a fickle for detail.

Generally the game is pretty average. I believe there are better navel trading games out there, however I would not go as far to
say this is a bad one. I do recommend this game when on a deal.
. Very fun game, Pretty hard but rewarding. Can export files in Tabletop Simulator format, making playtesting your game a lot
easier to prepare.. there is something magical about this survival game...

music, atmoshpere, old school feel, all is in here...

I would call this a fast survival as you need to drink sleep and eat food very often, yes a fast survival.

I wish the dev good luck and fully support, kudos )
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Editing review after 11 hours of play*
*Edit Review after 90 hours..

The TL/DR
Edit*
After 90 hours, I definately got my monies worth. I could not be happier, updates have been consistent and dev actually listens
to community. Not bad for a 1 person team. Support this one get more great games from responsible dev's!

Buy it, its worth it.

My views:

I patiently waited for this game and had it on my wishlist followed for 3 months prior to its release. I agree that the game seems
early access as other reviewers have mentioned. However; what other reviewers are not talking about is the insane speed patches
come after a bug is reported in the forums. The developer is ontop of the game, more so than I have seen in other early
access/released games. Multiple updates a day! I have over 600+ games in my library, few are indie titles, and some early
access. Out of all of my games I see updates for this one most often and it just came out! That says something, I have had pre-
orders on almost all of my games (yes im that guy who pre-orders everything) and have never seen the speed of response shown
by this developer before!

About the game:

In Game Dev Studio every early decision is crucial if you make the wrong hire, place a desk in the wrong spot, or flop your first
game expect to be punished. This level of difficulty is refreshing as this game DOES NOT OFFER A SECOND CHANCE. It is
a brutally realistic concept, if your business fails your done, no loan will save you. I personally enjoy this level of difficulty in a
tycoon style game.

Early game:
Early play is frustrating, you will fail alot and restart from scratch. One of the ways I overcame the early parts is to save before
making a game incase of a Oh darn release. You can lose money on your games. I do not remember if it was possible to do so in
Game Dev Tycoon.

Mid Game:
This was the most fun for me as the building mechanic and second office mechanic were refreshing to see in the tycoon genre. I
honestly think this was the best implementation in Game dev stylized games I have ever seen; granted, it is buggy, but we will
get to that aspect. It is fun to start playing around with multiple teams working on different projects/patches/xpansions. And
very rewarding to watch your bank account increase beyond Art of Electronics wildest dreams and smash them into oblivion
with microtransactions, Muahahaha!

End game:
Like so many other games, the end game is just not there. Tech to research, engine updates, new genre combinations are just not
there. Also if you invest your games into only PC (I am PC 4 Life) you get no platform variation at the end. Competitors are
also non existent at this point since you basically smash them mid game. The fun in the end game for me was designing and
starting multiple offices and experimenting with team variations.

Value and Longevity of game:
*Note: this is before Mod support implementation and I am sure Mod's will only add to the value and longevity of this game*

I typically can defeat a tripple A title in a day to three days. Game Dev Studio took me 2 days to defeat. When you think about
value per play hour that averaged $0.81/hour (8.99/11 hours) I would personally say that is an amazing value as typically I
average 4+/hour. Therefore I can only recommend it as an absolute buy at a sub 10.00 price point.

I truly do believe this game would have benefited from an early access period/beta. However; the game, did not get them so the
developer can only do what he can. Hindsight is 20/20 there is no reason to bash him for this as I can think of several * cough
Elex, THQ * games where in hindsight developers would have benefited from doing things differently. I can also think about
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times in my own life where I would have done things differently.

The 0/10 Scores I would give:

Graphics 6/10 For indie
Story 5/10
Strategy 10/10
Depth 10/10
Audio 7/10
Tutorial No hand holding here 10/10
Patch Support 10/10

Overall:

58/70 = 82% favorable in my personal opinion. Played a little, it was fun!. Strange symbolic portuguese game.
Beat for a 1 hour.
Looks fun and cool graphic but run in 15 fps.. Some very fun bitesize horror games.
Very easy to sit down for a couple of hours after work to play. Would reccommend.. These games are ok when it comes to the
gameplay. The objects sometime roll off the side when you sit for too long, ruining your level timing when thinking. Other than
that i'd rather just get this for the achievments.. Pizza Frenzy

Double Frenzy

Triple Frenzy

Mega Frenzy

Ultra Frenzy. Great game with tons of quality content, lan multiplayer, maybe graphics a lil bit obsolete, but who cares when it
has such nice physics

Lots of mods like F1 2015(cars and tracks), so lots of fun is guaranteed for players who like competitive sim racing with great
physics.. It's my utmost desire to never see this game again, refunding because of difficulty and lack of playerbase.. Fun, gear
based, and nice artwork. Extremely too short but decently fun. It isn't much to work with as its really very sameish from
begining to end. It isn't much but it is fun at least. The story is decent, the art style is pretty cool and Rorshach is fricken
awesome! I like the partnership between them and the brawling is ok but it doesn't have much to it. I don't know why they
bothered making this game into two parts... that seem liked a big mistake on their part. I think they hoped you'd play through it
twice with both characters but that just ain't going to happen. A shame this didn't work out but at least I hope this helped them
work out the kinks to make the awesome Arkym series. Still, worth the buck I paid for it, on to the next one.
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